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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a new source separation method based on
dynamic sparse source signal models. Source signals are modeled
in frequency domain as a product of a Bernoulli selection variable
with a deterministic but unknown spectral amplitude. The Bernoulli
variables are modeled in turn by first order Markov processes with
transition probabilities learned from a training database. We consider a meeting transcription system scenario where the mixing parameters are estimated using a calibration procedure. We derive the
MAP signal estimators and show they are implemented by a Viterbi
decoding scheme. We perform simulations using TIMIT database,
and compare the separation performance of this algorithm with our
previous extended DUET method.
1. INTRODUCTION
Signal Separation is a well studied topic in signal processing. Many
studies were published during the past 10 years, each of them considering the separation problem from different points of view. Once can
use model complexity to classify these studies into four categories:
1. Simple models for both sources and mixing. Typical signals
are modeled as independent random variables, in their original domain, or transformed domain (e.g. frequency domain).
The mixing model is either instantaneous, or anechoic. The
ICA problem [1], DUET algorithm ([2]), or [3] belong to this
category;
2. Complex source models, but simple mixing models. An example of this type is separation of two speech signals from
one recording using one microphone. In this case, source signals are modeled using complex stochastic models , e.g. AR
processes in [4], HMMs in [5], or generalized exponentials in
[6];
3. Complex mixing models, but simple source models. This is
the case of standard convolutive ICA. For instance source signals are i.i.d. but the mixing operator is composed of unknown transfer functions. Thus the problem turns into a blind
channel estimation as in e.g. [7, 8, 9];
4. Complex mixing and source models. For instance [10] uses
AR to model source signals, and FIR transfer functions for
mixing.
We chose the complexity criterion in order to point out the basic
trade-off of signal separation algorithms. A more complex mixing or
source model may yield a better performance provided it fits well the
data. However more complex models are less robust to mismatches
than a simpler model, and may perform unexpectedly worse on real

world data. In our prior experiments [11] we found that simple signal and mixing models yield surprisingly good results on real world
data. Robustness to model uncertainties explains these good results.
Indeed this is the case with DUET. The basic idea of the DUET
approach is the assumption that for any time-frequency point, only
one signal from the ensemble of source signals would use that timefrequency point. In [12] we extended this assumption in a system
sensors to what we called generalized W-disjoint orthogowith
nality hypothesis by allowing up to
source signals to use simultaneously any time-frequency point. In both cases source signals
were assumed mutually independent across both time and frequency.
In other words, any two different time-frequency coefficients of the
same source are assumed independent.
However we would like to increase the power of source separation particularly when there exists prior knowledge about the sources
(see also [5, 6]). In this paper we propose an incremental increase in
source model complexity combined with simple mixing model that
conforms to our basic belief that models should not be more complicated than what is really needed in order to solve the problem. For
this we we allow for statistical dependencies of source signals across
time.
More precisely [13] postulates a signal model that states that the
time-frequency coefficient
of a (speech) signal
factors
, and a 0/1
as a product of a continuous random variable, say
:
Bernoulli
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This formula models sparse signals. See also [14] for a similar signal
model. Denoting by " the probability of  to be 1, and by #$ %& the
p.d.f. of  , the p.d.f. of  turns into
#(')  *+",#$  .- /0"1)  
(2)
with 1 , the Dirac distribution. For 2 independent signals 4356656.7 ,
the joint p.d.f. is obtained by conditioning with respect to the Bernoulli
random variables. The rank term, 8:9;<9>= , is associated to a
case when exactly sources are active, and the rest are zero. In [12]
we showed that by truncating to the first N+1 terms the approximated
joint p.d.f. corresponds to the case when at most = sources are active simultaneously, which constitutes the generalized W-disjoint hypothesis. This paper extends the signal model (1) by assuming the
Bernoulli variables are generated by a Markov process, while the
complex amplitudes
are modeled as unknown deterministic
variables.
The application we target is a meeting transcription system (see
Figure 2) where a calibration procedure is used to estimate the mixing matrix. Section 3 describes the statistical signal estimators. We
show that signal estimation is similar to a Viterbi decoding scheme.

 

Section 4 presents the method for learning the transition probabilities of source models. Section 5 contains numerical results, and is
followed by the conclusion section.
2. SIGNAL AND MIXING MODELS
2.1. The Mixing Model
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Consider the measurements of source signals by an array of
sensors. We absorb the transfer function to the first sensor into the
definition of the source signal, and thus a convolutive mixing model
takes the following form in frequency domain:
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We denote by X   ,    , =   the short-time Fourier
transform of measured signal, source
L signal, and noise signal, respectively, with respect to a window YZ , where is the frame in
@
P
 denotes the ratio of transfer
dex, and  the frequency index. [
functions from source \ to sensor ] divided by the transfer function
from source \ to sensor  . Sometimes we drop the arguments  in
@X 5 L ,= @ , or [ @P L .

(3)

2.2. Signal Model
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, and its associated shortConsider a source signal
,
,
.
time Fourier transform
Each time-frequency coefficient
is modeled by the product
as in (1), where is a Bernoulli (0/1) random variis an unknown deterministic complex amplitude. In
able, and
previous work we assumed
is a set of independent
random variables. In this paper we preserve independence along
the frequency index, but we introduce a Markov dependence along
the time index. The independence in frequency is supported by the
remark that local stationarity in time domain implies decorrelation
of frequency components. Along the time index, our assumption
amounts to:
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The collection of all subsets    defines a trajectory through the
selection space H7 , the set of = -subsets of nW!5u6662tq . Thus for
each frequency  we associate ¡¢xn    ohA99d fhg5i q
the selection space trajectory. Source estimation is then equivalent to
L
estimating both the selection space trajectories /¡ x  x and the com   q .
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In this paper we assume that the mixing model is given by (3),
signals    satisfy the signal model above, and noise compo@
nents =    are Gaussian i.i.d. with zero mean and spectral variance  .
Our problem is: Estimate the source signals  ,35 , 666 , O7(/ 3/¤$¥
given measurements ¦Q35 , 666 , ¦*§¢/ 3/¤$¥ of the system (3) and
L
L
assuming the following:

@
P
P
 q 3/4(§ 3/ .7 are known;
1. The mixing parameters n[
2. The noise n¨H q  is i.i.d Gaussian with zero mean and known
spectral power  ;
L ofL signal  are independent andL probabilities
3. The components
satisfy the
stochastic model presented before, with known
r
P
of transition w x  x and initial probabilities x ;
4. At every time-frequency point   at most = components
of    are non-zero, and = is known.
where

r   s ! a ! tau v666/!/ 
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where n wyx.q is the set of uzAu matrices of probabilities of transition.
By successive conditioning we obtain that:
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For each source in the mixture we assume we have a database of
training signals where we learn the matrices of transition probabilities and the set of initial probabilities (see Section 5).
For a collection of source signals, we assume that only
Bernoulli variables are nonzero; the rest are zero. We denote by
the collection of Bernoulli random variables,
the -set of nonzero components of
,
the collection of transition probability
matrices,
the collection of initial probabilities.
Then the joint pdf becomes:
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In this paper we estimate the signals   / ¤ by maximizing the
posterior distribution of the Bernoulli variables, and the likelihood
3. MAP SIGNAL ESTIMATION

of the complex amplitudes. Alternatively, using a uniform prior
model on the amplitudes, our solution is a MAP estimator of both
the selection variables and the complex amplitudes. The criterion to
maximize is:
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We replace the Bernoulli variables by the set-valued variables ¡ x 
  /  P x , and we consider the reduced complex amplitude = vector
°²±  corresponding to nonzero components of  (in turn
selected by    ). We let [ ±   denote the ³z¬= mixing
Lµ
matrix whose columns corresponds to the nonzero components of
5
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hoods at each time ; the second term is estimated in (5). Putting
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these two expressions together, the criterion to maximize becomes
(up to a multiplicative constant term):
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Taking the logarithm, flipping the sign, ignoring some constants, and
replacing
by the above estimate, we obtain the following optimization problem
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transition probability matrices w4x and initial probabilitites x by
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at every frequency  . The solution represents a trajectory ¡¢x in
the selection space  *7   H . The optimization can be efficiently
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implemented using a backward-forward best path propagation algorithm (Viterbi) widely used in channel decoding problems. The alx
x
T  SUT 3 x
gorithm is as follows:
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Algorithm
where = , = 3 , =
, = 3 , = 3 , = 3/3 are, respectively, the number
Step 1. (Initialization) Set Õd fpg5i , and Ö  Â  _Z8 for all
of 0’s, 1’s, 00’s, 01’s, 10’s, 11’s in the binary training sequence
£:Step
 7 . 2. (Backward propagation) For all ×£Î = -subsets of ! /  . Figure 1 plots an example of the distributions wyx(8$8$
7
and w x /!5, .
nW!5uØ 6662tq repeat

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Ø ²For  Ùall  Ù²£k 7 compute Ö4 OÙÚÛÖ Â  Ùp-Ü  Ùh- Consider the setup
of a meeting transcription system as depicted in
Find the minimum over  Ù , and set Ö  Â 3  *+·¬Å¨QÝÞ ÖJ W5 Ù 
Figure 2: 2ôÛõ speakers placed around a conference table are
Ã
Step 3. Decrement AÎ  , and if àßc go
recorded by an array of öø÷ microphones. The transfer funcË À 2.x   // tions
 ÉDÊStep
Step 4. At A´ , replace Ü  Ù  by Ü  Ù ! 
are estimated using a calibration signal. We used 4 female

and perform Step 2. Denote Â /! +á âWã·¬Å¨ Ý Ö Â3   .
and 3 male speakers from the TIMIT database at positions located at
d fpgvStep
iØ : 5. (Forward iteration) Set ´äu and repeat until ´ multiple of ù8 degrees. Testing was done on wavefiles of around 10
all £Ú 7 compute Ö4 HÁÜ -² O Â  p!/
Ø For
the minimum and set  Â  *+áâ,ã·Å¨ Ý Ö4 
Ø Find
Increment VÎt-å .
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4. MODEL TRAINING
For training we used a fixed sentence uttered by the corresponding
speaker. We assumed the recorded voice is made of two components:
one part which is critical to understanding, and a second component
which can be removed losslessly from an information point of view.
Thus
. Assuming the first component has a
Laplace (or even peackier) distribution in frequency domain whereas
the second component is Gaussian, the estimation of
is done
by (soft, or hard) thresholding of the measured signal. We chose a
threshold proportional to square root of signal spectral power. Thus,
in case of hard thresholding:
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Fig. 2. Experimental Setup
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seconds of normal speech. We added Gaussian noise with
(note is an absolute value rather than relative to signals). We
tested several values of
(the number of simultaneous speakers):
, even though all
speakers were active most of the
time. We estimated each source using the MAP-based Estimation
Algorithm presented in Section 4 for four choices of priors: 1) use
the initial distribution and transition probabilities learned from the
training database as presented before; 2) use uniform initial distribution probabilities but the transition probabilities learned from the

 æ ± çé¤ç æ~g      8 êÅvë îWsD ï  âWðÅ5s Ï¸ì í Ý 
¼ ¼
The factor ì is chosen so that the thresholded signal sounds almost
L
identical to the original signal  . Subjective experimentation showed
that a factor ì0¸8(6& satisfies this requirement. Once n, æ ± çé¤ç æ~g  /o5q
has been obtained, we estimate the binary sequence n ! /o q

= 2Îõ

training database; 3) use uniform transition probabilities, but initial
probabilities learned from the training database; 4) use uniform distributions for both the initial distribution and for the transition probabilities. This last combination of priors turns our MAP algorithm
into the extended DUET presented in [12].
We compared these algorithms with respect to the Signal-ToInterference-Plus-Noise gain (SINR gain) criterion. The SINR gain
for component is defined by:
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where   is the energy of signal , and ¦Q3v  are respectively, the microphone 1 measured signal, input signal \ º at micro¤¹ estimated signal. The larger the  =<íã the
phone 1, and the \
better. We experimentally verified that the choice for initial distri\L
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bution probabilities does not have almost any effect on the outputs.
Thus we present results only for two choices of priors: MAP and
DUET choice. Figure 3 contains the plot of average
as
function of number of microphones ( ) for two setting of parame(the number of source signals simultaneously active at every
ter
; bottom plot for
time-frequency point): top plot for the case
the case
.
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Listening to the estimates we notice little distortion of the signals, however the strong residual interference may mask whatever
distortion is still present.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented a novel signal separation algorithm that
extends our past DUET algorithm. The algorithms works for underdetermined cases, when there are fewer sensors than sources, and
in the presence of noise. The main assumptions are: (i) source signals have sparse time-frequency representations (although another
representation, such as time-scale, would work as well); (ii) each
frequency is independent from one another; (iii) the binary selection

variables obey a homogeneous Markov process model, with transition and initial probabilities learned from a training database. We
derived the MAP estimator of binary selection variables and ML of
the complex signal TF coefficients, and show it can be efficiently
implemented using a Viterbi decoding scheme. Next we validated
our solution in a 7-voice 6-microphone array scenario with known
mixing parameters. We compared the present MAP estimator to the
previous DUET algorithm. Listening to the output we did not notice any noticeable distortion. The mixing parameters were assumed
known, being estimated by a calibration procedure. One can write
a maximum likelihood estimator of these parameters, based on (7).
A joint source signals and mixing parameters estimation based on
audio signal only would be less robust to model uncertainties, or
mismatches.
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